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Tangsoology® is a registered trademark
of VAM, MJP, and JDM.

The Bulletin is an open forum for the Students and Instructors of the Colorado Purple Mountain
Dojo/Dojang Association to post their personal thoughts and opinions. This is actually a requirement for
membership in our association schools and the CPMDDA in order to further engage members in the
intellectual aspect of their training, which is part of our mission of cultural enrichment. This also serves to
enlighten the instructors as to what is going on in the students’ minds. The Colorado Purple Mountain
Dojo/Dojang Association and its association schools are institutions of higher learning. For the most part,
these postings will pertain to the individual’s personal journey, experiences, or observations in and around
their chosen martial arts training. Please feel free to read, enjoy, and most of all, learn a few things.

Sensei/Sabom Nim Jude Miller
Mr. Brant Finstad
Ms. Samantha Schottler
Mr. Roger Padgett
Mrs. Katrina Miller

Jesse Elliott – Tang Soo Do
Brian Dodge – Tang Soo Do
Adrian Carreon – Tang Soo Do
Estefany Carreon – Tang Soo Do
Dustin Brown – Aikido
Nikki Trapp – Tang Soo Do

Taylor Medeiros – Tang Soo Do
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Chinese New Year Festival (Year of
the Snake) – Feb 2013
On Saturday, February 9, 2013, Colorado Springs Chinese Cultural Institute conducted their 12th Annual Chinese New
Year Festival at the City Auditorium. The Year of the Snake brought us activities and entertainment from the Asian
cultures, including traditional lion dance as well as other traditional Chinese dances, musical performances, Asian-themed
merchants, foods, and martial arts demonstrations from The Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies, in partnership
with Wu Dang Tai Chi Chuan of Colorado Springs, and Sun Mountain Tang Soo Do. There were separate demonstrations
throughout the day for Aikido, Tang Soo Do, and Wu Dang Tai Chi and a joint booth was held for all, for dojo/dojang
information and any questions about the arts. Thank you to everyone for coming out and showing their support!

Aikido & Tang Soo Do Testing (Feb 2nd, Feb 16th, & Apr 23rd)
The Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies held rank and status testing in early February. Aikido tested
on Feb. 2 and Tang Soo Do on Feb 16. Testing covered a varied number of techniques and forms of many
difficulty levels to best gauge student progress, ranging from fundamental principles and movements to
dynamic, multiple attacker exercises. Students performed well during this testing block, and Mr Miller was
presented with his 5th Dan in Tangsoology at the conclusion of Tang Soo Do testing. We would like to extend
a special thank you to guest instructors Sabom Michael Parenteau, Kyosah Gihan Fellah, and Mr. Scott Arnold
for their support during this testing block.
On April 23rd, the 9th Gup white belts in the Tang Soo Do Youth Class tested for their yellow stripe 8th Gup
ranks. Congratulations for Mr. Brian Dodge, Mr. Adrian Carreon Jr, and Ms. Estefany Carreon!
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Aikido Testing 2/2/13

Tang Soo Do Testing 2/16/13

Youth Tang Soo Do Testing 4/23/13

Promotion Ceremony – Feb 23rd
Promotions for both Aikido and Tang Soo Do is a spirited
occasion, with students being awarded the rank and
responsibility befitting their continued improvements in the Arts.
A promotion ceremony was held on February 22nd to honor and
recognize the hard work of those students in both arts with
formal presentation of new rank. Many students are showing
improved proficiency in both arts, promoting in Aikido and
Tang Soo Do concurrently, speaking wonders to the dedication
of both the arts’ students and instructor.

Promotion Ceremony 2/23/13

Fox 21 News Appearance – Mar 1st,
2013
EXTRA, EXTRA, read all about it!!! The Center for Aikido and Tang Soo
Do Studies was invited to the Fox 21 News station to speak about selfdefense and techniques. Niki Weirich, the Fox 21 News anchor, directed
the segment towards women protecting themselves in dark places such as
parking lots. Sensei/Sabom Nim Miller spoke about awareness in these
situations and if you do notice a suspicious individual try to create
distances from this person. He then proceeded to show a simple but
effective technique. If the attacker managed to latch on to your hand in
order to gain control a simple step to the side while rotating the arm will
free you from the attacker. He stated that it is very important not to connect
to the attacker with your fingers, this will make the technique ineffective.
Another tip Sensei/Sabom Nim Miller mentioned was that in an intense
situation, untrained individuals will trigger their “flight, fight, or freeze”
response, so it is important to remain relaxed. Remember, do not engage
with an attacker unless absolutely necessary. Self-defense is not about
winning or losing, it’s about the protection of our lives.
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Self-Protection and Moving Meditation
Workshops – March 23rd & April 27th, 2013
Mr. Miller was invited to hold workshops at Mountain Weselyan Church on March 23rd and Apirl 27th.
The first workshop focused on self-protection, and Mr. Miller discussed topics of situational
awareness, self-defense skills, overall health, and the cultivation of confidence and self-esteem. The
second workshop focused on moving meditation, as Mr. Miller showed simple, relaxed exercises that
developed the body and fostered a clear mind. Students of the Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do
Studies and members of Mountain View Wesleyan Church participated in both workshops. Another
workshop is scheduled for May 11th. Thank you to the members of Mountain View Wesleyan Church
for supporting and promoting these events.

Aikido Summit – Mar 30th, 2013
The 13th Annual Aikido Summit took place at the Denver
Buddhist Temple on Saturday, March 30th. Aikidoka of all
experience levels participated. The Summit featured hour long
sessions with instructors Russ Smith Sensei (Rocky Mountain
Ki Society), Seiji Tanaka Sensei (Hyland Hill Tomiki Aikido),
Kei Izawa Sensei (Aikikai Tanshinjuku), Cyndy Hayashi Sensei
(Aikido West), Toby Threadgill Sensei (Takamura ha Shindo
Yoshin Ryu), and Hiroshi Ikeda Sensei (Boulder Aikikai). Ki
development, ukemi, jo-staff, and fluidity with technique were
great topics of discussion, with a provided lunch halfway
through training, and a demonstration by the Tomiki Aikido
group. Thank you to everyone who came out to instruct and to
everyone who came to participate!

Sand Creek Tang Soo Do Academy
The Sand Creek Tang Soo Do Academy officially held its first class on
Thursday, April 4th, 2013. Sabom Jude Miller has established an
ongoing formal after-school Tang Soo Do program at Sand Creek
Elementary. There has been great participation and involvement, as
over 40 students have enrolled in the program. Classes are held
immediately after-school on Mondays and Thursdays, and are open to
Sand Creek students, their families, and the public in general. Classes
will continue throughout the summer. All students and instructors of
the CPMDDA would like to extend a warm welcome to all of the new
students of the Sand Creek Tang Soo Do Academy!
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Welcome New Students of the Sand Creek
Tang Soo Do Academy
Adauto, Fherco
Alston, Asauni
Alston, Makai
Aviles, Kaydience
Aviles, Keanu
Bryant, Kevin
Carr, Joseph
Champagnie, Cameron
Clarke, Jayni
Clarke, Maziar
Daugherty, Taija
DeJesus, Angel
DeJesus, Elizabeth
Escobar, Nasreen
Flores, Bryan
Gonzales, Cesar Gabriel
Gonzales, David
Granados, Daniel
Griego, Aspen
Gunter, Kaileb
Gutierrez, Zickry
Jeanot, Gabriel

Jefferson, Amir
Lloyd, Asaiah
Lloyd-Williams, Solomon
Luna-Serapio, Guiovanni
Luna-Serapio, Melanie
Mercado, Rene
Moore, Chasity
Pelayo, Fabian
Pelayo, Joshua
Pelayo, Manuel
Pratt-Allgood, Khyree
Richardson, Azaria
Richmond, Hailey
Richmond, Nevaeh
Rieff, Anika
Rivera, Jared
Salgado, Daniel
Salgado, Veronica
Stovall, Ke'andre
Vise, Madolyn
Wooten, Christian
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20th Anniversary – Apr 6th, 2013

On April 6th 2013, we got together as a school to
surprise Sabom Nim/Sensei Miller for his 20th
anniversary in training martial arts. The event was
held at Tomo Sushi where we all had dinner and Mr.
Miller was presented with a plaque and a photo
collage book with pictures from his training. We had
a great turn out! Thank you everyone for coming to
celebrate Sabom Nim/Sensei Miller’s anniversary.
Congratulations to Sabom Nim/Sensei Miller on his
20th Anniversary in training martial arts! We are very
proud of you for your accomplishments so far, and
look forward to helping you in your future endeavors.

All-School Workout – Apr 27th, 2013
Sabom Parenteau came down to Colorado Springs as a
guest instructor and CPMDDA associate to hold a
special workout. While the focus of the workout was
on Tangsoology, Aikido practitioners also
participated. Also in attendance were Mr. Scott
Arnold of Fountain Valley Tae Kwon Do and Ms.
Gihan Fellah of Sun Mountain Tang Soo Do. This
workout was held in the park, and at the end of the
workout, Mr Miller was presented with a CPMDDA
Aikido Teching Certificate and his 3rd Dan in Aikido.
Thank you to all who came to support this all-school
effort.
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O’Sensei Memorial Workout – Apr 29th, 2013
On April 29th the students of The Center for Aikido &
Tang Soo Do Studies COS came together to train for
O’Sensei’s Memorial Workout. O’Sensei Morihei
Ueshiba, the founder of Aikido, passed away on April
26th, 1969. It was a spirited and physically demanding
workout, and everyone enjoyed the hard training while
reflecting upon O’Sensei’s gift of Aikido for a sick
world. Thank you to those who supported this event.



Wu Dang Square Foot Tai Chi Workshop. For details, please visit
http://wudangtao.com/content/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=
510&Itemid=151.



Martial Arts Workshop (1-2pm) at Mountain View Wesleyan Church
with Sabom/Sensei Jude Miller.



Friday Fun Day at Sand Creek Elementary. Special Tang Soo Do
session for all of the Sand Creek Elementary first graders.



Tangsoology Workout at the Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do
Studies COS with guest instructor Sabom Mike Parenteau.



Tangsoology Seminar with Master
Walker at the Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do Studies in Colorado Springs.
More details to come!
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Tang Soo Do

Sabom or “teacher”. That’s why I like

By Adrian Carreon River Jr.
9th Gup Tang Soo Do

TANG SOO DO.

What I like about Tang So Do is kicking,

Tangsoodo

because you get to stretch, kick, and kiyup,

By Brian Dodge
9th Gup Tang Soo Do

“HEEEEEEAAAAAA”. Next, what I like
I like training here. I work hard and
about kicking is you get to extend your leg
train well. It helps me be aware of my
until it cracks. Like this:
surroundings. It is very fun, and good for
“CRAAAAACCCCKKK”.
me. I am doing very well and I still make
Another reason is because I like to
mistakes. There are a lot of people who help
do L1, L2, and L3 combination 1, 2, and 3
me. It feels great to train. It is very good.
“old way” and combination kick basic.
Another reason I like Tang So Do is because

One of the things I have learned and

of punching. I like punching because you get

am memorizing is the class pledge: I pledge

to extend your arms as wide as an eagle’s

to contribute my spiritual intellectual and

wings. I like to punch because you can hear

physical improvement to the human race in

a valuable cracking sound like:

order to unite and cooperate with others to

“cccccccccrrrrrrrraaaaacccck”.

insure a more peaceful society to recognize
falseness and align myself with truth, to lend

Another reason I like punching is

assistance to others less fortunate than

you get to practice with other person or your
8

myself and to further the teachings and

belt levels to work through before I become

traditions of Tangsoology. I am learning

a black belt.

what this means and how to apply it.

Another goal I have in Tang Soo Do

Stances help us do a good technique

is to have more awareness of what is around

by helping us balance and giving us a solid

me. If I am more aware of my surroundings,

foundation. I learned stances like side

I am less likely to hurt myself or others or

stance, sitting stance and back stance.

damage property. Also, if I pay attention to

Blocks move an opponent’s technique out of

what people are saying around me, I will

its place and leaves them open for a counter-

understand what they are talking about and

strike. The blocks I learned are low block,

not feel confused.

high block, knife-hand guarding block,
What is ‘Chi/Ki’ to Aikido?

inside-outside and outside-inside. One-steps
By Evans Powell

are a quick defense that is not meant to

7th Kyu Aikido

really hurt the attacker but shocks them so

Ask a typical westerner what ‘Chi’ or

you can get away. I made up one-steps in

‘Ki’ is and the answer will likely

class. I like doing one-steps.

be...Hugh...What? In martial arts however,
Ki is a commonly referred to but broadly

My goal in Tang Soo Do is to
achieve the rank of black belt. To achieve

defined fundamental concept. For example,

my goal, I am going to work hard and do

Minhhoy Ho offers three different yet

well in testing and in classes. That way I

similar definitions derived from his 2011

will get better faster than when I have not

literature review on the importance of Ki in

given enough effort. I have a lot of color-

art of Aikido; the way of harmony
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1. The principle that governs the

Ho, M., The concept of ki in aikido, a

universe AND the individual, the

literature review. The Aikido Faq

cosmic truth.

http://www.aikidofaq.com/philosophy/index

2. The action from a particular state of

.html (Retrieved March 20, 2013)

mind and body that can have
Aikido

physical/psychological/physiological
By Hellmuth Witte

effect. This Ki can be expressed, and

7th Kyu Aikido

hence, perceived through physical
Aikido allows practitioners to
appearance, behavior, and body
execute techniques without using a
language.
substantial amount of strength. In order to
3. Similar to (2). However this Ki can
apply aikido techniques properly, there are
be expressed and perceived by
four basic principles that must be followed.
means including but not limited to
These four basic principles are
those listed in (2).
Keep One-Point
Probably the most distinct difference
Relax Completely

between Aikido and other martial arts is its
emphasis on this concept. Here, Ki

Extend Ki

supersedes traditional marshal speed, power,
Keep Weight Underside
and physical strength to bring stable and
The one point is center of gravity of

balanced harmonization (Ki) with an
opponent’s movement and momentum in a

the human body which is located about 2

manner that can be used against them.

inches below the navel. It is the center of
balance of the body, which must be
10

maintained to properly, in order to use the

earth. This allows the heaviness of the body

power of the body in the most efficient way

to sit on the “underside” of the skeletal

possible.

structure. This roots the body and allows ki
to flow.

Being completely relaxed is
essential, because any tension in the body is

Soshu Koichi Tohei teaches that

wasted energy. Smooth relaxed motions

each of the basic principles are critical and

hides the intent of your techniques, whereas

he said “If you have one, you have all of

tension transmits your body’s movements

them. If you lack one, you have none of

before they actually take place. This will

them”.

cause your techniques to fail, especially in
Aikido

the case of a skilled assailant.
By Maria Marcolongo
6th Kyu Aikido

Ki is the extension of energy.

I have been training at in Aikido for

Focusing on extending Ki allows a
practitioner to generate power that they

six months and I have learned so much

would not consciously be able to generate.

during this time. One of the things I have

Ki should be extended limitlessly outward

learned is that, in Aikido, we accept the fight

from one’s one point. Tension, instead of

and use the energy of the attacker to help

complete relaxation will cause energy to

guide them through the technique. Morihei

extend from limbs or other body parts such

Ueshiba once said “When an opponent

as the shoulders.

comes forward, move in and greet him; if he
wants to pull back, send him on his way.” If

Being relaxed allows the weight of
an attacker is trying to attack you, don’t see
the human body to settle down into the
it as something to cower away from. Greet
11

him and accept that you cannot change his

Every time I go to Aikido I have to be

want to fight, but you can use your

observant, and that is now becoming a part

knowledge to help keep him or her from

of my everyday life. This is especially good

harming you. If the attacker gives up, then

because I am more aware at school, stores,

help him leave by using techniques to send

and around others and I can see when I need

him away.

to be careful. Being more aware of my
surroundings will always help in life so that

Another thing I have learned is that

I am not seen as an easy target and so I can

when I don’t succeed, I should persevere

stay out of fights when possible.

and believe that, with practice, I will
improve. I will never perfect the techniques,

Aikido has not only helped to

but every day I can work to be better. Even

improve my physical abilities, it has also

if I can only practice in my mind,

improved my focus, patience, and my

visualizing the technique also helps one to

confidence. I am very happy that I joined

learn. Morihei Ueshiba also said “Failure is

Aikido and I am proud of my

the key to success; each mistake teaches us

accomplishments. I have a very long way to

something.” I have been working on not

go, but I am determined to keep on trying.

getting frustrated when I do not succeed and
Martial Arts

instead seeing it as an opportunity to learn
By Trey Nelson

even more.

6th Kyu Aikido
7th Gup Tang Soo Do

Learning from other people’s
Martial arts have been around for
mistakes also allows me to grow as an
centuries and the best way to summarize the
individual so that I can be even better at
arts is our internal strives for perfection. If
aikido and not make the same mistake.
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martial arts are done correctly they become

falling apart. Carrying heavy items strained

a way of life instead of just a routine trip to

my knees and caused me to feel sore almost

the studio. Otherwise, I could get a gym

every day of my life. Martial arts helped me

membership and stash my cupboards full of

realize constraint and the fact that I was

dietary supplements. I try to apply my

being too hard on myself. As strange as it

experience through everyday routines and

seems this concept seemed to be a big

hobbies such as waking up, going to work,

mystery to me. Learning about the proper

and snowboarding.

stances and the studies of the skeletal
structures in the martial arts has helped me

I share a common bond with many
to preserve myself.
other people my age; this bond is wishing
Outside of my work schedule I enjoy

that I were still in bed asleep come noon. If
it were not for work I would probably sleep

several other things, one of which is

my life away. Martial arts has taught me

snowboarding. My life previous to martial

from the second my eyes open I can

arts, I was pretty competitive in

motivate myself to wake up each and every

snowboarding. Riding down steep slopes

morning. Waking up is much harder than

and facing brutal falls were only a few of the

any kicking lesson or physical activity. It

many characteristics that were contributing

was not just an ordinary class, it provided

to the long term injuries I would be causing

advice that could help me tremendously in

my body. Last week I went snowboarding

life. These subtle aspects of the martial arts

and I realized that I was not as sore as usual

create a building foundation for my goals.

after I got back. I took a moment to think
over why that was and discovered that

Being young has made me turn a
learning the right way to fall had saved me
blind eye to the fact that my body was
13

from weeks of soreness. Learning how to

we do in the dojo to resolve conflict. Then,

fall has been a very important aspect that I

there is the philosophical realm, where we

have learned so far. All in all anyone can go

hope that our training in Aikido has helped

to a gym or studio for an hour or two each

us to deal calmly, fairly, compassionately

night and break a sweat. What separates

with people in our lives that we have

martial arts from other physical activates is a

disagreements with.

person can take the valuable lessons that

The real reason we train is not so that

they have learned and apply it to their daily

we can physically defend ourselves (though

lives.

this may be a quite useful side-effect of our

Efficacy of Aikido

training), but that we are able to navigate
situations effectively so that it never comes

By Robert Bent
5th Kyu Aikido

to a physical level. Aikido does teach you
self-defense, but it teaches it to you in a

In martial arts circles, the efficacy of
Aikido as a form of self-defense is often

form that may not be immediately apparent.

debated at length. One criticism is that it is

One important aspect of that is fostering

almost choreographed between uke and nage

awareness. Randori is a helpful exercise in

and therefore would not necessarily function

building awareness, though it may be

in a spontaneous situation. It often does look

relatively rare among dojos. Because the

and feel choreographed, and in a way, it is,

ultimate goal in Aikido is to protect our

at times. But I think it is helpful to split

partners as well as ourselves, we must be

Aikido, for the sake of conversation, into

aware of where all our ukes are on the mat,

two separate ideas. One is the physical

so we don't throw one right into another's

expression of Aikido, the movements that

knee, or get caught by five ukes at the same
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time. I think the awareness that Aikido

you‘ve achieved whatever it was you didn’t

teaches is found much more in the attitude

put any effort towards?

of staying relaxed, being sensitive to your

Tang Soo Do requires something

surroundings, and acting quickly when need

called hard work; you can’t just quit

be. You are much less likely to get into a

working and expect results. Especially in the

sticky situation if you are actually listening

beginning, it seems so hard to push on

to what's going on around you and

without faltering but breaking through that

responding in a calm, collected way.

barrier is worthwhile. There is always

Another criticism of Aikido is the

potential locked up somewhere in there just

sheer amount of time that it takes to become

waiting to be brought out, but it can only be

even marginally proficient. The problem

free by striving diligently and contributing

with that is the mindset. It shouldn’t be your

every aspect of yourself to not only your

goal to get to some specific point where you

betterment, but to the progress of mankind.

can handle yourself in a fight. In my mind,

Hard work is when your body feels like

there is no such goal in sight, just a

quitting but you will yourself not to- when

dedication to acting with compassion and

you really apply mental training in that way

being sensitive to the world around you.

is when the work actually gets hard.

It’s Just (Not) That Easy

Besides the mental and physical
By Alex Walck

(although these two apply to just about

6th Gup Tang Soo Do

everything), there are a number of things
Really, if something is easy do you

that must always be worked at; forms,

feel good about completing it? If there is no

combinations, techniques, even though they

hard work involved, can you really say that

are done over and over, something new is
15

refined every time. Details must always be

what extent you will stretch your comfort

added, refinements must always be worked

zone before feeling like you’ll break, those

at, and memorization is key. Even if

are the events where you will see exactly

something has to be done over and over

how much you want something. Aikido has

again to be sealed into your mind, it’s worth

been a very challenging art for me, and it

it. Once the motions are memorized, details

may just be that way for the rest of my life.

can be added and it will begin to look better

Despite this, I want to pursue it more

and better, but more importantly there will

than I’ve ever wanted to pursue anything

be more precision, power, and eventually

else (with the exception of my relationship

speed. Something like Tang Soo Do that

with God, of course) and the challenges

requires blood and sweat (and mental

have led me to different understandings.

training) is worthwhile and although it is a

Sometimes these “breakthroughs” contradict

lifelong venture and there is always room

something that I previously believed but

for improvement, it will never cease to

that’s okay; we learn something new every

produce good results if you are diligent in

day. And it isn’t about being wrong, it’s

training.

about learning the right. Whenever I’m

The Notorious Comfort Zone

faced with those times where I feel weak or
when I mess something up and can’t seem to

By Alex Walck
5th Kyu Aikido

get it right, I believe that those times are

Everyone has a comfort zone. It can

when I am fighting against myself. I am too

be violated so easily, and those times are

hard on myself most of the time when it

terrifying. When you have to do something

comes to these things. The funny thing is

that will test who you are, and exactly to

that battling against myself can produce a
16

great outcome and make me more

My personality would say otherwise, but

determined than before, but when those

when I am most comfortable is when I am

battles cease is when I will really understand

with a familiar crowd; unfamiliar faces

and more light bulbs will go off,

make me queasy… But the thing is, Aikido

metaphorically speaking. I train to make my

calls for my comfort zone to be

mind empty instead of full of battle and

COMPLETELY violated, but in those times

frustration- I try to make it bright and clear

that I feel frustrated because I have to fall, or

just like O’Sensei has said to keep it. I keep

because someone has to be all up in my

going with the hope that when we break

bubble, I realize that I really want to

through our individual sufferings, there is a

improve. And I’m willing to get completely

breath of fresh air waiting. No matter what,

out of that comfort zone to do so if need be.

there is always hope for brighter times and I

But now that I have started to

can see that I am improving (at least

acknowledge that aspect of my training, I’ve

slightly) so there are blue skies ahead.

found that it is becoming so much easier.
Falls aren’t terribly uncomfortable and I can

Actually, they are probably here
right now but I am so caught up in my own

roll without feeling like my arm is coming

way of trying to figure things out- my brain

off of my body because I’m not tensing up

can be hindered by my own thinking. Even

and freaking out at the sudden leap of faith,

now it seems that I am jumping from subject

someone can be completely in my face

to subject, what was I talking about again?

doing a technique and I really don’t mind,

Oh, right, comfort zones. My comfort zone

the list goes on. I can say that I’m more

consists of not being touched by anyone, not

confident now, and I can also say a great

falling, and staying in my own little bubble.
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deal of other things that I’ve found… but

Tang Soo Do

that would take up too many pages.

I have met a lot of the people who Tang soo

Aikido & Tang Soo Do

do, however, not all. I have met Ms. Walck,

By Kevin Morris

Mr. Edison, Mr. Hardford, Mr. Nelson, Ms.

5th Kyu Aikido
9th Gup Tang Soo Do

and Mr. Dodge. I’m still learning how to
stop 50-50 weight distribution and Aikido

Aikido

stances. I have learned L1 and L2 plus the
I have been doing Aikido for over a year
first ten exercises. I am still learning how to
now and I’m doing good and getting better.
kick right, punch right, and how to do proper
It is not easy to move the adults, in fact, it is
stances because I am used to Aikido stances
extremely hard. I try to move them with
and other things. I know it will take a life
muscle, it does not work. If I use one point,
time to master Tang Soo Do. It will also take
it will work no problem. I am learning
a while to learn how to do Aikido and Tang
highly helpful ways to improve my Ki in Ki
Soo Do.
Class. Sensei says always eat right and take
Realizations

showers after class so you keep getting

By Katrina Miller

better instead of coming back the next day

6th Gup Tang Soo Do

More and more you can find martial

and you are not improving. I enjoy taking
showers afterwards because it helps me

arts classes at gyms tailored to people who

relax. In class I am improving on break fall.

want to throw kicks and punches in order to

I am still working on falling correctly but

de-stress or improve on their physiques.

I’m getting better. I still have much more to

Yes, I was one of those people! I would

learn. I’m excited because I’m learning my

leave the gym feeling great about my

techniques for blue belt.

workout, but it was just that…a workout.
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Then I decided to join the school and based

At this point I view the mental and

off of what I’ve seen, this was the workout I

the intellectual aspect of the art going hand

had been looking for. Slowly I’ve been

in hand, but as my training evolves I might

realizing my training isn’t only the two

come up with a different conclusion.

hours in class of kicking and punching; my

Knowing the curriculum is a way we train

training follows me like my shadow. As

the mind. We can keep the mind active by

stated in the Tangsoology packet,

studying our art and knowing its origin and

Tangsoology is the study of disciplines

roots. Being aware of our surroundings

which enlightens an individual physically,

keeps the mind engaged and alert. Avoid a

mentally, intellectually and spiritually.

lazy mind because it only leads to a lazy
individual.

Tang Soo Do is a physical art, it is
not hard to figure that out. At first I thought

The spiritual part of the art is what I

I knew it would be a challenge, but I was

find myself thinking the most about. My

consistently working out and took on

spirit was placed in this world for a reason,

running and even completed a half

what it might be… unfortunately I’m not

marathon. I now think the physical aspect

quite sure yet. In the meantime, what I can

of the art is not only what the world sees but

do is work on my inner stillness. I can make

also what is within. Proper nutrition is key,

my spirit pleased by being a better wife,

we cannot expect to perform at our best

daughter, mentor, role model, and a better

when the body doesn’t get what it needs.

person. I can also work on having a modest

Our “jing” flourishes with good nutrition

heart and being thankful for everything and

and good “jing” leads to good ki.

everyone that has been placed on my path. I
can learn to have peace at heart.
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These past 15 months have taken me

ponder, and that is the connection between

on a journey that I did not know I was going

mind and body.

to embark on. I realized that my reasons for

I have heard that foci’s worst enemy

training at the start were superficial, but I’ve

is the four inches between the ears. Yes, the

realized that there is more to this art than

mind. It directs our ideas, our thoughts, and

kicking and punching. This journey is to be

our desires. It drives us to succeed and

continued…

pursue happiness, love and intimacy. And of

The Four Principles of Aikido

course, it controls our physical movements.

By Eric Lustig

No sooner do we think that we have

5th Kyu Aikido

achieved bliss, and everything goes south.
Sensei Miller often asks a difficult,
Physiology, the study of the

yet profound question when addressing the

functions of the organs and systems within

four ki principals in Aikido. Which ones are

our bodies, often discusses the relationship

physical and which are mental? Technically

between mind and body. While some

speaking, there are two that fall under the

people frequently refer to the term “muscle

category of physical: relax completely, and

memory,” one must ask if it really exists.

keep weight underside. The other two: keep

Can our muscles remember movements

one-point and extend ki, fall in the mental

from simple and excessive repetition? Or is

class. It is said that if one possesses a single

it our mind that is doing the memorization. I

principal, he possesses them all, and if he

am not a physiologist, but in my limited

fails to possess one, he will fail to possess

study of the subject, I have never come

any of them. There is a deeper query to

across research or text that would indicate
our muscles have any such capability.
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Everyday Efforts

Perhaps this explains the philosophy
that if a practitioner possesses one of the ki

By Roger Padgett
4th Kyu Aikido

principles, he will possess them all. And
When I was in middle and high

subsequently will possess none by simply

school I hated gym. I hated doing the

failing to possess one. I often experience,

running, the walking, the activities, and

and witness amongst my co-practitioners, a

certainly the stretching. Stretching has

“good-side.” Just when we think we have it,

always been a struggle for me and I wish I

we switch sides and sigh in disbelief that it

would have paid better attention to the

was so simple just a few seconds ago. The

benefit of it earlier on in life. It wasn’t until

mind is split, and controls opposite sides of

after school and I began boxing that I

the body. Furthermore, research has shown

realized that I need to start stretching more.

that the two hemispheres of the brain have

At first, my arms and shoulders would be

different cognitive functions: one being

the number one to go. They would tighten

analytical, and the other intellectual. Could

up and be so stiff that I couldn’t move them

this have an effect on this “good-side”

very much for a while. My back was next in

phenomenon?

line. It would hurt constantly and any way I
In the words of O’Sensei Morihei

turned my torso was painful. My legs… my

Ueshiba, “A good stance and posture reflect

legs were the worst. Especially with the

a proper state of mind.” If something as

workout routine I was going through, I could

simple as stance and posture require a good

have seriously damaged my legs by not

state of mind, then what do the four ki

stretching them out before or after. I could

principals, physical or mental, require?

have damaged most of my body now that I
think about it.
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Wondering what I could do to help

came to, I felt a little better. A little more

alleviate what I was currently going through,

relaxed. I’m certainly not anywhere near as

and since I never stretched before ever… it

relaxed as I should be, but the progress over

took me a little while to figure it out. My

the past year has gone really well. I stretch

dad actually mentioned to me that it might

every day outside of class and the days that

be a good idea to try it out, but I didn’t

we have class I get twice the amount in. I

believe him. Finally one day I decided to

had set a goal for myself when I first started

just try and stretch my arms, shoulders, and

and I am confident that achieving that goal

legs before and after my workout. I took

will happen soon. It is to the point now that

about twenty minutes both before and after,

if I don’t stretch everyday my body becomes

and I was kind of surprised to not feel any

extremely tense and I find myself having a

more strain on myself than I did the previous

hard time relaxing for most of my day.

day without doing that. Next day, I did the

There is a huge importance to practicing

same thing and I kept doing it after that.

outside of the dojo, and certainly with

Everything felt much better after a few

stretching. If I had not taken the extra effort

weeks and at the time I thought I had a nice

(it is a small effort to stretch) to do things on

grasp of it all.

my own, there would be no way I’d be as
pleased or feel as good as I do now. I

Skip ahead a few years when Sensei

believe that more people should put a little

Miller put Ikkyo pin on me the first time,

more effort in utilizing their full day

and all that grasping I was doing was at

regardless of if there’s something in the way

nothing. I didn’t know my shoulder rotated

or not, to help benefit yourself.

like that, nor did I expect my whole side to
stretch out either. With each Aikido class I
22

Moving

Aikido successfully. Studying the ki aspect

By Kristen Fenner

is very important and intriguing to me. I

4th Kyu Aikido

very much enjoy studying it and
My time is drawing short in

experiencing the effects of ki energy when

Colorado as well as the time I have to train

Mr. Miller demonstrates. I have been

at the Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do

training for about 18 months and I am just

Studies. My husband is retiring from the

now starting to understand a little how it

military so we now have the opportunity to

works and how to extend ki energy. I do

move back to Texas to be closer to family.

understand that practicing to develop ki

It is important for me to find a new place to

energy is a continuous process, not just

study Aikido soon after I move, so I have

when I am at the center training. It is a way

been looking online at Aikido studios in the

of life and I should always be aware of my

League City, Texas area. Sensei Miller

center.

graciously reviewed the schools websites

My other concern with finding a new

that I sent him and gave me his opinion on

Aikido studio is finding one where I will be

which ones I should pursue. I am concerned

able to develop my ukemi. I have a very

that there will not be an Aikido studio that

hard time with ukemi and my continuous

studies the same type of Aikido that Sensei

shoulder problems have hindered my

Miller teaches. I know there are many

learning. I practice my ukemi and

Aikido centers that do not recognize or teach

continuously search for new ways of

ki energy.

understanding how to do it adequately. I am

Without understanding and learning

concerned that a new school will expect my

how to extend my ki and find the energy of

ukemi to be well developed, especially with

uke, I know I will never be able to perform
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the rank that I hold. I do not want the other

didn’t practice nearly as much as I should

studios to think the Center for Aikido and

have by now, physically or mentally. I’m

Tang Soo Do studies does not teach

not sure I’m quite there yet, but I am

effectively because I cannot do ukemi well.

confident that I can get there. So lately I

Studying at the Center for Aikido and Tang

have been paying close attention to detail. I

Soo Do studies has been a wonderful

can tell I’ve progressed since last testing,

experience that I never want to forget.

training correctly, practicing, and writing

Everyone there has been kind and patient

down forms. I realized that doing the

and has helped me to get better. I will miss

minimal work will not get you by. I’ll admit,

all of them. I will be fortunate if I find a

I didn’t promote last testing. That’s because

studio to study Aikido that is half as

I didn’t practice or put any extra work into

enjoyable and productive as the Center for

my trainings.

Aikido and Tang Soo Do studies.

Remembering from yellow belt, back

My Progression

then, I couldn’t even punch right, swinging

By Jimmy Hartford

my arm, using just my shoulder. Being

4th Gup Tang Soo Do

senior, to other students is fun but at times
I have learned many things from

hard because they pick up your mistakes.

Tangsoodo, from white to brown belt. On

We all make mistakes, making mistakes is

April 14, it will be my 3 years anniversary

ok if they’re new ones each time. Once I

training in Tangsoodo. It wasn’t perfect

know something needs to be refined, that’s

getting here, nor will it be from now on, but

what I will practice on. Just recently,

I do know, to get better I must practice and

refining my kicks, keeping toes curled up,

stay dedicated and passionate about it. I

leg chambered before and after the kick with
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correct foot positioning, forward or back

Soo Do. There is a fundamental way of

depending on the kick. I like to use my

riding horses, which is called centered

refrigerator handle for balance to practice

riding. It helps to make that mind, body,

my kicks.

spirit connection between horse and rider.
There are four basic principles that make up

My main goal is to become better

centered riding.

than my instructor, it is hard to imagine but
one day. I’d like to see myself in the future,

The first basic principle is called soft

with a blue top doing some ridiculous jump

eyes. With having soft eyes that means you

spin kicks breaking boards. Not there yet,

have visual and physical awareness. Visual

but blue top is not that far away. I will

awareness includes having better peripheral

continue the traditions of Tangsoology.

vision and knowing your surroundings.
Physical awareness is feeling the connection

Center

between you and the horse as well as feeling

By Samantha Schottler

the positioning or your body as a whole on

3
Kyu Aikido
rd
3
Gup Tang Soo Do

your horse.

rd

There are two things that will always

The second basic principle is

be a part of my life; Martial Arts and

breathing. When you get on a horse, you

horseback riding. Believe it or not, there are

have to make sure to breathe from your

many principles that are the same for both

diaphragm not from the chest. Make sure

activities. Therefore, I can pass on what I

you take full deep breaths in and full deep

have learned doing Aikido and Tang Soo Do

breaths out. The reason we breathe this way

into riding horses and apply what I have

is that it promotes good posture. Besides

learned riding horses to Aikido and Tang

that, it fills your body with energy and helps
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your mind and body relax. Horses are

and all the way down to the bottom of your

1200lb living creatures that are very

heels. This shows proper posture and

sensitive to their surroundings and can feel

alignment for riding.

what you are feeling. If you are on a horse

The fourth basic principle is called

and you are scared or nervous, those feelings

centering. Centering is using your center of

will transfer through your body to your

balance, to help with your movement and

horse and they will take on the same

control. However, it is not just for the

nervous/scared energy that you are

horse’s movement alone, but for both horse

producing. Therefore, breathing properly

and rider together. Horse and rider should be

will help to calm any inadequate feelings

moving as one. Moving not as if you are two

you are having.

separate beings, but as one completely

The third basic principle is balance.

fulfilled connected being. Centering helps

Balance helps you align your body so you

bring quiet strength, harmony and power to

have good posture. When you are balanced

your motions. You and your horse should be

while riding a horse, it makes moving with

connected, or tuned in to one another so you

the horse as one happen with little effort.

can work together in harmony and not fight

The placement of the rider’s feet, legs and

against each other.

hands are very important and are different

“What does all of this have to do

with each discipline, and when you are

with Martial Arts?” you may be asking.

balanced, you can feel where they are

Believe it or not a lot. Let us go back to the

supposed to lie. With the alignment of your

first basic principle, soft eyes. What is one

body for riding, you should be able to draw

of the most important parts of self-

a straight line from the head, down the back

protection? Awareness. If you are aware of
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what and who is around you, you are much

The third basic principle was

more likely to avoid getting in a bad

balance. Posture and good stances all come

situation. Whereas, if you are walking

from having good balance. There are many

around staring at the ground, you will not be

different stances in which your weight is

able to see what is going on around you, and

distributed differently. Back stance, side

someone could come right up to you without

stance, front stance, sitting stance, hanmi

you knowing until it is too late.

and many more. All of those stances are
different, and are used for different

The second basic principle was

situations. If your stances are not strong, you

breathing. While riding a horse, we breathe

will not be strong; you will be able to be

from the diaphragm or as in Martial Arts, it

knocked over. Good posture is also

is known as breathing from the tan

important. You want to make sure to have a

t’ien/hara/danjun or one point. When

straight spine and that you do not have a big

training you want to make sure you have

curve in your back. Tucking your tailbone

good breath control. Knowing when to

underneath you and making sure to keep

breathe with each technique is very

your chin up helps with keeping the back

important. In Aikido, when you hit the mat,

straight.

you have to make sure you exhale and are
not holding your breath. Being able to relax

The fourth basic principle was called

is very important as well. If your body is

centering. Our center or our tan

tense and locked up you will not be able to

t’ien/hara/danjun or one point is where our

do your technique properly or be able to

center of balance is located. It is where all of

hold the position your technique is in for

our motions in Martial Arts should be

very long.

coming from. To move from our center we
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make sure that all of our motions are fluid

close, I am reflecting on my martial arts

and not choppy and we drive or motions

history and place within it. I have learned

from our hips. Whether we are working with

much in both my time in Colorado Springs

no partner doing Kata or Tenkan, or working

and in my previous schools, but it has been

with a partner doing one steps or irimi nage,

my time with Sensei Jude Miller that has

you will be using you’re your center when

made me appreciate all of my instructors.

you move.

My introduction to Aikido was at a

I made the similarities between

college course offered my Mr. Mike Abels

horseback riding and Martial Arts very

at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. It

apparent. Think about the similarities

was in the fall of 2002 and I only

between Martial Arts and other things that

participated at the behest of a friend of mine.

you do in your life.

My enrollment was only for a single
semester and I had no intention of

My History

continuing with the Art. I moved to New

By Brant Finstad

York that summer (with the friend who had

2

nd

Kyu Aikido

convinced me to go to Aikido) but moved
Ultimately, you must forget about technique.

back to Fairbanks in the fall of 2004. I re-

The further you progress, the fewer

integrated into Fairbanks society, becoming

teachings there are. The Great Path is really

strong friends with a man named Sean

NO PATH." - Morihei Ueshiba

Bledsoe, who convinced me to continue my

I have been training with the Center

Aikido studies in the spring of 2007. Little

for Aikido and Tang Soo Do studies for over

did I know, Sean Bledsoe was, at the time, a

two years now. As my time here comes to a

Second Dan (and since promoted to third).
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He is a world traveler, studying in Germany,

understanding is that it is not intended to be

Russia all throughout the ‘Lower-48’ (a term

a specific interpretation or variation of

us Alaskans use to refer to the southern 4/5th

Aikido, but merely a clerical distinction.

of the United States). He was never an

Fairbanks is a small community, so Mr.

instructor per se, but developed me in many

Mike Abels also taught at the IKA dojo. He

aspects until I left Fairbanks.

provided ‘technical consultation’ for the

Mr. Bledsoe pointed me toward The

Aikido class and taught an Iai-tate-do class

International Karate Association and

as well. Sensei Mike Abels also has a

College of the Martial Arts founded by So-

storied martial art’s history, having trained

Shihan Charles Scott. Shihan Scott was

in multiple martial arts like Shihan Charles

only ranked as a 4th Dan in Yoshinkan

Scott, but his Aikido lineage is very close to

Aikido by the U.S.M.A. but has many

the source. Mike Abels studied under

advanced ranks in multiple martial arts and

Sensei Scott Lemley, who trained with

has been training and competing since 1964.

Dwight Onchi in Oregon. Dwight Onchi

Apocryphally, he learned the majority of his

studied directly under Koichi Tohei (as well

Aikido from his cousin, who studied for a

as Bruce Lee) and was the son of James

time under Gozo Shioda himself, but due to

Onchi, a world renowned judo-ka who

an undisclosed schism his cousin did not

passed away this January at the age of 95.

have the technical credentials to rank

Dwight Onchi studied both Aikido and Ki

students in Yoshinkan proper, so created a

from Koichi Toehi and broke from the

separate form of Aikido: So Sawa.

Oregon Ki society formed Sei Shin Kan

Stylistically it is identical to Yoshinkan, I

Aikido. Sensei Mike Abels was also

think it is unique to the Scott family, and my
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inducted into the Martial Arts hall of fame in

Sensei. Shihan Scott had a way of putting it

2012.

that resonated with our apocalyptic culture:
“When the War comes, it’s too late to start

As you can see, I was incredibly

training.” However, even with this ultimate

blessed that two incredible instructors

expression of practicality, Shihan Scott was

existed in Fairbanks, Alaska. They were

constantly having us relax, breathe and slow

both incredible generous and personable as

down to speed up. He used to project

well; I was allowed to come to the university

footage of O-Sensei training on the dojo

classes without registering and Shihan Scott

wall and we would do the same exercises as

always worked with me financially. They

O-Sensei’s class and constantly refine our

were patient with me in by stuttering

techniques so they matched O-Sensei’s.

beginnings, for starting martial arts as a

Testing was even more stressful than it is

young man means undertaking a way of

here; the testing would be announced the

discipline at a time when discipline is not a

day of and the techniques run through that

natural inclination. I learned much from

evening. We had no warning, testing was

them both.

performed completely at random.
It may seem that I came from two
Sensei Mike Abels was different, but

different schools of thought, the hard

the same. His goal was to break down

Yoshinkan philosophy and the soft, Ki based

Aikido into the simplest terms possible. He

philosophy of a Ki society derivative. This

would constantly ask us “Where are the

is not the case, however. Both of my

circles?” when a technique would not work.

previous instructors were focused both on

We were supposed to ask ourselves if what

the internal energy work as well as the

we were doing made sense, or if it worked.

practical application, much like Miller
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If it didn’t, it was wrong. Of course, the

and put a small black stripe of electrical tape

corollary was not true: everything that works

around the end of your white belt, signifying

is not Aikido. Sensei Abels was very

another kyu rank. No warning, no new belt,

concerned with the four principles; we had a

just a subtle recognition of progress.

standard warm-up consisting of only ki

We have a habit in our modern

exercises. However, this was no soft Ki

society of making this more complex than

society class. It was at the university classes

they need to be, so that is how I think we

that I was introduced to “ichi” drills, or

tend to think about problems. But Aikido is

drills where a technique (or more often

not like that. It was Abels Sensei that made

ukemi) was counted, but the count was

the most accurate statement about Aikido I

“ichi” (one) for the entirety. I remember it

have ever heard, barring O-Sensei’s

was here where I realized I could train after

wisdom, of course: “Aikido is not easy, but

one hundred rolls, but one perfect roll was

it is simple. That’s why it is so hard:

better than one hundred sloppy. Sensei

because it’s simple.”

Abels instilled the idea that it will take
Protecting Those Around You

10,000 repetitions to learn any technique, so

By Jesse Elliott

learning a technique is not something that

3rd Dan Tang Soo Do

many of us will achieve any time soon. We
I’ve been thinking about protection
studied bokken and jo extensively, studying
lately. Sabom-nim Miller often talks about
the interplay between the two weapons and
the difference between self-defense and selfAikido. His testing was even more subtle
protection. He has also taught that it is our
and random than Shihan Scott. He would
duty to protect our attacker. I had never
occasionally call you to the front of the class
heard that before, and it intrigued me. I’ve
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often spoken to my oldest boy (about to turn

since I was ten years old. At first it was

five) about protecting his younger brother

very traditional Tang Soo Do, all about

and sister. He is bigger and stronger than

discipline, marching, practice, practice,

they are, and I’ve told him that he needs to

practice -- perfecting mind and body. Then

use his strength to protect them, rather than

it seemed to become highly focused on

to hurt them or to get what he wants.

demos. We trained hard, and I continued to

Recently he has latched on to this

improve, but it was no longer about the Art,

concept and talks about it incessantly.

certainly not like this studio is. I must say I

“Papa,” he says to me intently, “if a fox or a

appreciate the focus on Art much

wolf comes, I will die it, because I’m the

more. There is a far deeper pool of learning

strongest boy in the whole world -- I will

here, with many plots and subplots if you

protect my sister and baby brother.” This

will, and the theme of protection one of

obviously makes me smile, but it is also

them.

particularly ironic since, in the process of
As I thought about it more, I often
telling me, he may have accidentally
approach protecting like my valiant
knocked down his sister. I am pleased that

son. I’m all about the mighty acts of

he is at least thinking about protecting his

protection that I’ll probably never get the

siblings -- even if he is not actually
chance to perform, but I forget about the
protecting them. We’ll keep working on
ways I can protect those around me every
that.
day. Just in the past month, while
I came to this studio from a Tang

supposedly training toward the end of

Soo Do background, but they didn’t focus as

protection, I failed to protect my own

much on protection. I grew up training

partner. Before we start, Sabom-nim Miller
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always tells us, “No Contact -- what does

no more, and to the realization of truth and

No Contact mean? No Contact.” So what

life’s higher mission to improve the world

do I do? I promptly back-kick my partner

that the human family lives in.

with contact. I didn’t think it felt very hard,

Late last year, Sensei Medeiros had

but I wasn’t the one on the receiving

suggested that I should begin work on

end. Of course I apologized, but by then it

drafting a school pledge for the Aikido

was too late, I had failed to protect my

group. After much study, thought, and

partner, much less a real attacker. I

collaboration (Thank you Katrina and

discovered that sometimes protecting those

Samantha for your input) I was able to draft

around you means not hurting them

the above. I do not feel that this is a

yourself.

complete work, and I fully expect it to
evolve over the years as I gain more
understanding and experience. I will
attempt to explain my thought process
behind each line of the pledge, as these
concepts hold meaning to me.

Thru the sincere pursuit and daily
Thru the sincere pursuit and daily

practice of Aiki, I devote myself to the
cultivation of a loving, peaceful and

practice of Aiki: It is only through the

unyielding spirit for the betterment of

genuine and consistent practice of the Art

others, to the unification of my mind and

that one can come to understand its deeper

body in all actions, to developing a

meanings. Sincerity is very important in any

reverence for the Universe, to the

endeavor. To me, pursuit communicates

transformation of opponents into enemies

that the greater lessons of Aiki are fleeting,
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and must constantly be sought out. As soon

occasions, “Budo is not about convenience,

as one thinks they have obtained an

but about inconvenience!” Without proper

understanding of Aiki in its entirety that

devotion to the pursuit of Aikido, the student

same “understanding” tends to dissipate

will stray from the path and only obtain a

within a very short time. Of course, this

topical understanding of Aikido and its

only occurs within the sincere practitioner.

deeper philosophies and applications. Aiwa

The arrogant practitioner can assume

stands for “Love and Peace”. The

complete knowledge and fool themselves

development of such a spirit is paramount to

indefinitely. The daily practice of Aiki

helping others. One must also be strong in

refers to the integration of Aikido into one’s

their devotion, and I have always liked

everyday life. It is not enough to come to

O’Sensei’s quote about developing a

the dojo 3 times per week and take falls and

peaceful unyielding spirit. While the

practice techniques, only to ignore Aikido

techniques of Aikido teach us to always

once one leaves the dojo. All of existence is

yield to an attack outwardly, the internal

a dojo that holds many lessons for us to

cultivation of Aikido allows the practitioner

learn on a daily basis. Aikido can and

to make a stand for what they believe in. To

should be practiced anywhere at any time.

always yield both externally and internally
would lead to the development of a weak

I devote myself to the cultivation of

“self”, one that is always led and cannot

a loving, peaceful and unyielding spirit for

think for itself.

the betterment of others: Devotion is a
powerful action. It is a deeply sincere and

Also, the use of the word “spirit” is

constant commitment to a path. As Sensei

very important to me. The spirit is the true

Medeiros has stated to me on many

and fully realized self. If one does not have
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a well-developed and defined spirit, then the

Koichi Tohei. Mind/body unification, as

self will always be out of balance, thus

taught by Koichi Tohei, allows human

violating the harmonizing ways of Aiki.

beings to perform acts at their greatest

The spirit is enduring and eternal, and

potential. Through the study and practice of

without it, the self will always be lost and

these principles, I have come to see the

easily led astray.

value and importance of them in everyday
life. While it is relatively easy to unify the

To train in martial arts in order to

mind and body for a short time, it is

help others is a high aim. I originally started

extremely difficult to maintain this unified

training martial arts because I was tired of

state throughout the day. Easy come, easy

being bullied on a daily basis. I wanted to

go. I have also come to believe that it is

become strong to protect myself. It took me

through this unification development that

many years to realize that the greater goal of

Sensei Medeiros has come to obtain his

martial arts is to develop the self for the

“crystal ball” in his ability to foresee future

benefit of everyone else. To become strong

consequences and events. There is nothing

only for one’s own self leads to a very

mystical or magical about this state; this

lonely and isolated existence. This goes

state is actually our natural state as human

against the very nature of human beings,

beings. Which leads into the next line of the

who are social creatures. To selfishly

pledge…

develop the “self” into a state of isolation
goes against the harmony of the universe.

To developing a reverence for the
Universe: As human beings, I believe it is

To the unification of my mind and

our goal to come to recognize the grandeur

body in all actions: My greatest influence

of the natural state of existence, i.e. the

for this comes from the teachings of Soshu
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Universe. It is when we develop our

“enemy” present tends to be the one in the

awareness to recognize the true state of the

mirror for most people. With that being

Universe that we can come to more fully

said, the martial artist must still protect their

appreciate it, and even revere it. To ignore

self as the self is a divine gift. Even if an

or take for granted the majesty of the

attacker attempts to harm or kill you, one

Universe, and our role within it, is a very

must protect themselves with no malice in

disrespectful and dishonest action. If we

their heart. Medeiros Sensei has often said

can’t appreciate something so grand, surely

that he believes O’Sensei, after having

we will be unable to appreciate the small

broken both arms and both legs of an

things that make our own lives beautiful and

attacker in a theoretical encounter, only to

worth living. My inspiration for this line

have the attacker still intent on harm, would

comes strongly from Master Lee’s

not end the attacker’s life. The deeper

“Reverence for Nature” in Tangsoology,

understanding is that even in this theoretical

O’Sensei’s writings on the subject of the

circumstance, O’Sensei would do so with no

universe, my personal studies in astronomy,

malice or hatred. He would not view the

and my own particular realizations through

attacker as an enemy, but as a misguided

study and practice.

human being. He would simply be
following the harmony of the universe and

To the transformation of opponents

Aiki. I also believe this to be true. The

into enemies no more: The understanding of

universe is a very violent place, but violence

this concept in martial arts is of such great

does not equate to malice. When a star goes

importance. I believe this “transformation”

supernova, it is not intent on creating harm

is a matter of realization and choice. I have

or suffering. It is simply acting in

slowly come to the realization that the only
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accordance with the laws of nature. Self-

part of the same human family. An enemy

defense in the martial arts are very much the

cannot exist within a healthy family. This is

same way.

why Aikido is for a sick world. Our human
family is not healthy. It is our goal to focus

Sensei Medeiros wrote on my Aikido

on improving this health in the ways that we

Shodan certificate that “We are not

can. The path to peace is in this realization.

concerned with the ways of war or felling
opponents.” This writing has greatly
influenced me and my training. Other
influences include O’Sensei’s teachings and
the writings of Sunadomari Sensei.
And to the realization of truth and
life’s higher mission to improve the world
that the human family lives in: I have
touched on this earlier, but the recognition
and realization of the truth that Aikido is
about peace is important. O’Sensei said that
a universe resides in each and every one of
us. If we come to have reverence for the
universe, we by extension have reverence
for all life. To destroy another human being
would be to destroy a universe. Within this
Universe that we exist in, it is important to
value life and realize that we are all, indeed,
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What Karate is to me
Taylor Medeiros
7

th

I want to work toward my green belt

Gup

because I want to learn karate and be able to
How I worked to become a yellow

defend myself if someone tries to hurt me or

belt was I had to practice every day what I

any of my friends or family. Another reason

learned and also what I was just shown.

I want to have a green belt is that I want to

Another thing that I had to do to get to a

succeed in karate and to protect myself.

yellow belt was to keep my school work and

Another reason I want to learn karate is that

grades up so I could practice a lot but even

in our community violence is showing its

though I practiced I still had to keep my

horrid face and I want to help people that it

grades pretty high to impress my parents and

tries to harm. These are the reasons why I

to feel very accomplished not only in karate

want to pursue a green belt in Tangsoology.

but in school. Another thing I had to do was
to take karate very serious because if you
don’t take it serious your Sabom will not
want to give you a colored belt because in
order to be a colored belt you have to take
things serious and have discipline in order to
show your Sabom that you want a colored
Authors note March 2013: I have decide not to concern
myself with a particular style of writing but rather just
getting my thoughts down on paper as it has taken many
months of processing a collage of thoughts to get to this
point.

belt no matter what color belt it is the only
thing that changes is what techniques you
know.
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In September of 2012 a task was asked of

exploitation, self-conceits and self-damaging

me by Master Tim Britt. Master Britt was a

drama and brutal violence that people of the

long time student and Instructor for Master

global world seem to crave in spades! I am

Jong H. Lee’s original Tang Soo Do Moo

sometimes excited by what I discover and

Duk Kwan Dojang and later the Institute of

regularly inspired by the many people and

Tangsoology located in San Diego CA since

their positive endeavors that are being put

he joined in 1971. He currently publishes

out into the world but the volume of

and maintains www.masterjonghlee.com

negative nonsense more often than not

and is the founder of The Art of Tang

causes me to feel disgusted with the whole

Soology since 1993, Master Britt has asked

thing!

me to write for him a paper on the core

So how does Master Jong H. Lee’s

values of Tangsoology.

Tangsoology fit or govern my life? How do

Since September I have been thinking and

I incorporate the teachings of my instructor

rethinking weekly what were or are the core

into all that I attempt to accomplish in my

values of Master Jong H Lee’s Tangsoology

own personal life? Please allow me to

and do these ideals have relevance 35+ years

examine what Master Lee concisely stated is

later in our modern times of the 21st

Tangsoology:

Century?

Tangsoology is a Philosophy that
Enlightens an Individual Physically,
Mentally and Intellectually.

When I look around my community or get
aboard the internet express or worse, I turn

These are Master Lee’s conceptual ideals

on Direct TV! I am dumbfounded often and

that he required of all his students. I have

deeply concerned as I am frequently left

chosen to capitalize each word as I

feeling overwhelmed by the aggression,

recognize that each word is packed with an
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intellectually profound meaning and valued

all over the world practice some form of

intention that must be incorporated into my

Asian self-defense be it Chinese style or

training otherwise I fall short of the goals set

Korean or Japanese or Okinawan, can they

forth by this system of Tang Soo Do now

all be wasting their time?

known as Tangsoology.

Is any modern fitness fad the better

Tangsoology, like so many other Asian Self-

approach? I think not! However experience

defense disciplines, emphasizes Physical

has taught me that most people who initially

training so that a student will become more

choose to practice traditional Asian self-

competent in order to further the methods

defense methods eventually become

and unique stylistic features that shape any

uninterested in the history, philosophy and

martial arts curriculum. The actual physical

tradition of the art they initially began. I see

expression is what differentiates our art form

this lack of concern for traditions and

from similar styles. At the most superficial

history played out with all the so called

level most observers see no real difference

American styles. Some clever individuals

between our Tangsoology art or the

think, after very limited study, that they

multitude of other punching and kicking

have come up with a better style than what

arts.

they initially studied. I have seen this time
and again since I began my martial arts

People who currently practice punching and

journey. I call these people “freelancers”.

kicking methods which are found in all the

Freelancing is the American way is it not?

fad programs offered on DVD or within the

But to my mind it is silly to haphazardly

fitness industry, scoff at traditional Asian

improvise some ad hoc style yet hold on to

methods of practice as being archaic and

the trappings (uniforms, practice exercises,

pointless. Hundreds of thousands of people
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Korean, Chinese, Japanese labels, etc.) of

1976 he decided Tangsoology was the

the original art that they were attempting to

method he wanted to pursue. Here is where I

learn.

contradict myself, I conclude that
Tangsoology is a new American Karate

My view is that there is a distinct difference

method which is grounded in the western

between people developing their own

ways of committee and accountability to the

divergent physical education program for

teacher and fellow students but Tangsoology

themselves as opposed to soliciting novice

has its roots of brotherhood and the

students in order to advance and promote the

propagation of peace, obligation and

expansion of their less than unique methods.

furthering human happiness from its Korean

The American/French actor Jean Claude

roots. We should not forget that Master Lee

Van Damme is extraordinarily skilled at

is Korean first, American second therefore

kicking but his individual style may not

his art is rooted and built around these two

translate well into a complete self-defense

ideals.

system for novices. Teaching another person
who places their trust in an instructor is

Human kind has been engaging in punching

serious business and carries enormous

and kicking and clubbing and cutting and

responsibility. My instructor, Master Jong

stabbing and hacking up each other for well

H. Lee spent years practicing Tang Soo Do

over 45,000+years. Is it not time that as a

Moo Duk Kwan and spent years codifying a

human global community we stop the

system that anyone from beginner through

madness? Is it not time for humankind to

advanced could benefit from.

foster compassion, peace, kindness and
understanding? Tangsoology as Master Jong

Master Lee had a firm grounding in Moo

H. Lee envisioned his physical self-defense

Duk Kwan Tang Soo Do since 1951. In
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art as an artful method that seeks to explore

number of people of all age sets and like

and incorporate better habits and mature

most of us they believe themselves to be

behaviors into our daily lives in order to

unique human beings and free of

become productive modern human beings

imperfections. Ego and conceit are powerful

for the benefit of self, family and the greater

mental constructs that propel people through

society. These tents are the roots of

their lives. I have had many students, both

Tangsoology and have their beginnings in

males and females, through the years and

Grandmaster Hwang Kee’s Moo Duk Kwan

what I learned from the majority of them,

organization. There is more to physical

95% to be precise, is that when I asked them

training than merely punching and

to improve their training and rise to new

kicking…

challenges and responsibilities, they quit!

Tangsoology Mental training requires the

This speaks volumes to me about the

student to apply -what I call- emotional

egotistical arrogance and common conceits

discipline so that our awareness to physical

that we are taught throughout our lives as we

and behavioral details improves as we

enter the greater social environment.

progress. The Tangsoology student learns to

Tangsoology teaches us to temper these

control their wide range of human emotions

conceits, to reexamine our impact on both

that, when left unchecked, can lead to

the micro and macro world that we occupy.

disadvantages and trouble both in the dojang

Tangsoology’s mental training requires us as

and in life. I know this because I have made

students to seek solutions and to continually

many mistakes when I fail to follow these

set positive goals for ourselves and to help

guidelines. I write this because of what I

others along the path of life. A person

stated earlier, presently I meet a great

cannot become complacent or lazy or worse,
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self-righteous! I have experienced a

met extraordinary people who lack a formal

significant number of students who

academic degree, I think it really depends on

developed the affliction of “self-righteous-it

the personal integrity of the person. On the

is”, they all quit! There is more to mental

other hand recent history has taught us that

training than merely punching and

highly educated people in positions of power

kicking…

and prestige more often than not lie, cheat
and appropriate! From Wall Street to our

Tangsoology’s Intellectual training is no

Nation’s Capital, Politicians and CEO’s and

different than any other academic training

everyone below and in between all lied,

pursuit however in the context of our self-

cheated and embezzled from people all over

defense academy the Intellectual

the world! It appears ill perverted behaviors

requirement is unique! A Tangsoology

are now the norm and many people aspire to

student is expected to pursue a broader

join the fray.

education alongside their physical and
mental martial pursuits. The goal as Master

Privileged influential people in power and

Lee envisioned is to have a Tang Soo Do

their lesser cohorts [both political/military

practitioner become more cultured hence the

power elite mongers and corporate/cartel

student is making the transition to

mongers] create conflicts in order to sell war

Tangsoology.

contracts and drugs to make money! Lots of
money! Lives are forfeited for money and

To some degree the myth prevails that an

profits! Hundreds of thousands of lives are

educated person is more apt to be more

lost to ill-conceived greed and fear and hate.

respectful and more responsible than say

Thousands of women and children are

someone who lacks a formal education. And

enslaved to satisfy repugnant desires. If

this generally is the case. However I have
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vicious kidnappers, malicious thieves, cruel

Clearly these three training instruction

brutal interrogators and ruthless murders

methods, Physical, Mental and Intellectual

abound, both with and without an academic

tenets are the roots of my Tangsoology

degree, then what good does academic

development and together with the

education or any education of any kind offer

Philosophy tenets of Tangsoology, are the

a global community? Why do these

core values that every sincere student

dehumanizing crimes prevail in a modern

incorporates into their training in order to

global world order?

achieve success. Whether I am managing
my personal or self-defense life, (for me my

Tangsoology’s three precepts teach us that

private life and self-defense life are one and

moral fortitude must come from within the

the same) attention to Tangsoology’s core

person. It is our civic responsibility to be

values is an essential part of the training.

better human beings and to foster ethical

Whether I am training or teaching or

concerns for all fellow human beings so that

working at my job, eating, sleeping,

our community’s will benefit – not suffer as

practicing music, or pondering the ills of the

communities so often do at the hands of

world, all thoughts and actions are governed

defiant criminal types. Our social world will

by Tangsoology guidelines. The concise

always have people of low moral character

definition of Tangsoology that Master Jong

and in my estimation it is each person’s

H. Lee provided is the dominant framework

social responsibility to become more

which every student must abide and practice

scholarly, cultured and well-read. There is

in order to achieve proficiency.

more to intellectual training than merely
punching and kicking…

Note these tenets are listed in the exact order that
Master Lee listed.
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Here are a few examples of my approach to

that a person reexamine all aspects of their

applying these Philosophy tenets to my daily

life daily in order to keep progressing with

life:

their ambitions both in life and within the
dojang.

Maintain a high state of physical and
mental well-being. I view this as meaning to

Develop habits which are conductive to

avoid all negative influences (external and

self-improvement and learning. Master Lee

internal) that would jeopardize any of my

illustrated again and again through the

positive goals that I design and decide to

process of training and teaching that

achieve for myself. Hence abusive behaviors

repetitive, mindful practice brings forth

(internal) as well as abusive people

positive results and accomplishments. As we

(external) are to be avoided. Workplace and

apply lessons learned on the dojang floor to

social related entanglements that would

our private life we begin to blossom. Many

cause me to become or act dishonestly when

people have told me this is not a new idea

dealing with others is to be avoided or dare I

and I concur, however the goal for me was

perish under the penalty of stupidity. Case in

learning Tangsoology and Master Lee

point: If I allow others to criticize my

designed the road map therefore a good

training and teaching regiment because they

student trusts the direction of a good

feel I am overly concerned about school

instructor. It is similar to learning to play a

standards then I fail! In this context the

musical instrument or attending a

dojang and the students are my first priority,

University, a person has only two choices

a conceited student needs to heed to

when wanting to enlist in some activity,

suggestions or they may use the same door

conform and open their mind to the

that they used to come in. This tenet requires

program's requirements or freelance and do
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it all themselves. Remember? Freelancing is

community. The negative side of life offers

the American way! Case in point: My role as

no positive purpose for grand achievements

business keeper and Head Instructor for our

to benefit community or personal

Association, I must work to always keep the

advancement. Our prisons are full of people

business side of things open or no student

who set negative goals for themselves. I

will have a place to train. In the past our

choose to implement constructive goals so I

school has had several individuals in the

may honor my Tangsoology legacy. Case in

position of responsibility, nine (9) to be

point: If I am given a task or handed a

exact! Eight (8) failed miserably at

responsibility for taking care of dojang

maintaining the integrity of the school’s

business I must do my utmost to make sure I

history and traditions. They ignored this

am doing everything possible to maintain

simple guideline.

the integrity of the business. A simple
premise but dishonest people will spend

Organize and attempt to achieve higher

physical, intellectual and mental energy

goals. Everyone sets some form of goal in

devising ways to embezzle a business out of

order to achieve some objective, do they

their funds rather than developing good

not? Even a bum on the street or a dope idiot

moral character and leading an honest

pushing his dope business formulates their

lifestyle and genuinely helping the business

next move. Gangster thieves and high roller

to succeed. In my present job there is always

corporate political rip off artists all set goals,

contradiction and dishonest judgments that

dishonest and destructive as they are. The

arise. Simple decisions are easily resolved

word higher is the key word of this tenet as

but when dishonest people appear in front of

this suggests superior or elevated positive

me and bemoan their personal garbage and

life choices that lead to a more harmonious
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attempt to drag me into their drama,

community and family? Is anyone willing or

decisions become burdensome in the

are we only driven by the need for acquiring

workplace.

more money?

Recognize and respect the achievements of

Fulfill duties and responsibilities. This

others. We live in a social world and we

tenet should be self-explanatory however

need to learn how to conduct ourselves

many students throughout the past and now

reasonably and responsibly. If we learn

recently have illustrated to me a lack of

compassion rather than aggression we learn

understanding of this simple directive. Case

how to help others. Of course in our current

in point: I repeatedly asked a trusted person

complex multilayered global society that

to take care of important matters for our

feeds on violence, greed and exploitation it

association, the last time I contacted this

is difficult to find solid role models to

person via email at my conclusion I wrote;

emulate. As difficult as it is under our

“…nothing further will be asked of you.” He

current gossipmonger oriented reality TV

was a huge let down. But hey! His

propagandized news and over

dishonesty lies with him and I am satisfied

sensationalized political power dogs, where

that he has quit! I do not need a thief

does a young child with an impressionable

hanging around my door. As I stated earlier

young mind look to find solid role models?

thieves can bring down a neighborhood.

As bleak as I feel the world is there are a

This man nearly brought our Tangsoology

few role models doing their best to provide a

neighborhood to resemble Detroit’s blighted

positive example but they are becoming

neighborhoods! As Tangsoology students

rare. Are you willing to do the work

we strive to maintain this tenet otherwise we

necessary to be a good role model for your

are not being responsible to our social
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group. Need I say more? Disclaimer: if any

friendship among its members. A few

reader finds my blunt commentary less than

examples of a social group: our workplace, a

politically correct words distasteful, I can

church congregation, an auto club or a book

only offer that the blunt truth is exactly what

club or a self-defense school. Seeing

it is: honest and direct!

ourselves honestly helps us to correct any
deficient quality traits we possess and

Be honest with yourself and gain the

assuming we apply the necessary work to

respect of others. By examining our true

correct our less than desirable character

nature we can develop a plan that

flaws, our personal character rework will

contributes to our personal progress. We can

help us to become more socially adept and

develop positive behaviors’ and attitudes

more socially acceptable to others. Case in

which help us to succeed in life. However

point: when we do what is asked and

personal progress for ourselves is different

expected of us we are respected and we are

when we are members of a social group.

demonstrating that we can be relied upon.

When we belong to any social group we will

When we create excuses we reveal that we

always be measured by some standard. We

are self-centered and selfish and unwilling to

will be expected to abide and conform to the

go the extra distance to mature and do the

rules and customs of the social group we

work that is required to belong to any social

seek membership with. As a prospective

group.

member seeking membership in any
organization there are compulsory rules to

Strive for perfection in all undertakings.

follow.

This tenet gives the student of Tangsoology
a simple framework to achieve success.

Proper rules are essential for any decent

While the very word perfection discourages

organization to foster goodwill and
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some students, the act of seeking perfection

govern their actions with principles and the

drives sports minded people to excel. Why is

ends certainly satisfy the means. However if

that? Master Lee wanted his students to

we are to live a useful, harmonious lifestyle

excel at self-defense skills. Master Lee’s

which seeks perfection in all that we do then

combinations, techniques and forms all

our principles that we set out for ourselves

illustrate this principle in action. The

must be in accordance with honest living

required writing assignments also

and not dishonest criminal destructive

contributed to the mental and intellectual

living. Tangsoology’s core values attempts

goals of Tangsoology and of cultured

to address many questions and concerns that

scholarly perfection. These are the three (3)

beginner students knowingly and

model principles of action that Tangsoology

unknowingly seek. Each of us is given

students must embody in their pursuit of

family values by our parents; we are thrown

perfection in the dojang and in life. Seeking

out into the world at an early age and we

perfection with an open mind and with

have to learn the customs of our direct

determination is how we attain this end.

community or perish. Public or private

Case in point: If my trusted senior had

schools or our favorite church or shopping

followed this one tenet all important

mall provides us with many opportunities to

business matters would always have been

learn the customs of a larger world.

accomplished. To be perfect is difficult but

Be aware of social forces and understand

we must STRIVE for this with honest

their impact on your life. There is a whole

intention, motivation and sincerity.

world of dishonest people that rationalize

Attempt to live by principles. As I stated

their perverted existence. Often I am torn

previously even a doper idiot seeks to

between being rude, kindhearted or being
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safe. Case in point: people who lie, cheat

There is so much contradiction and

and thieve do all sorts of destructive

hypocrisy that abounds. Humans have an

deceitful behaviors. I am neither the Pope

uncanny ability to slur and blur moral values

nor the Dali Lama but I do try in earnest to

to suit their narcissistic pleasures and

live a humble non-intrusive life and a

conceits. I always become concerned

helpful life hence the reason why I maintain

whenever I hear the phrase: “People are

a self-defense association. But I see things in

people and we must accept them as they

the world as they are, sometimes wonderful

are…” hmm…so I need to accept gangs

and full of surprises but more often the

running amuck in American neighborhoods

world is full of brutally vicious, ugly, cruel

terrorizing everybody they come across? I

people. And sometimes they can be found

should accept the fact that drug lords and

wearing expensive suits! I work very hard to

war lords impart their form of violence and

understand these trends hence my lifelong

degradation on a global scale? Should I

interest in Sociology and Social Psychology.

accept that the Bill of Rights is being

I recently met a Professor who proudly

dismantled by the very people that are

proclaimed she teaches a course titled the

elected to serve and protect it yet these same

Sociology of Government, I was

men and women are in league with the “Big

unimpressed. A person with a PhD yet lacks

Three” and all are working very diligently to

the basics of human courtesy and kindness. I

enslave us all! Do you really believe that the

was polite, and she was not. I suppose she

Supreme Court or the Attorney Generals of

perceived herself to be superior in both

each state really cares about the exploitation

culture and status.

and kidnapping of women and children?
Prostitution and Pornography are epidemic
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in our country! Immoral businessmen and

forest. Whatever happened to having to get

women state; “it’s just business, nothing

educated about certain aspects of the country

personal…just business.” This notion is

that an immigrant wanted to immigrate to?

repugnant! The news media rarely covers

Since the attacks on the World Trade Center

this subject and when they do the problems

over ten years ago, 100,000+ lives have

persists.

been bereaved than were lost initially at the

I have always stated that America has and

WTC. When all this happened in 2001 I

still is an aggressive nation. Its history has

knew dark days were ahead. Presently

always been to control all aspects of

honest Americans are working very

people’s lives for profit. Know your history

diligently trying to bring about productive

of Carnegie and the industrial giants who

honest economic and political change. It is a

worked men, women and children 14 to 16

colossal challenge considering dishonesty

hours a day in America for self-profit. In

and aggression is the norm in the 21st

some parts of the world this practices is

Century. It is a huge challenge for those of

alive and well with no end in sight.

us who seek reassurance and relief from the

Assimilate or perish was the norm in

violence of an overly belligerent, hostile

America, do you know your history of the

world. These are but a few of the negative

American Indians? Now the norm is all

topics I have chosen to focus on because like

about diversity. Okay I understand a modest

hundreds of other negative topics most

amount of diversity may be a good thing but

Americans ears are deaf and their eyes are

I have problems with large groups of

closed to the negative impacts of violence

immigrants living in a neighborhood yet act

on a global world.

as if they live on a farm or still in a rain
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Facebook and Twitter, Reality TV and

What do you care about? What do I care

American idol satisfy their needs.

about? What good are Tangsoology core

Technology has again begun to isolate

values if no one honors them? What good

human beings and encourages us to create

are traditional karate systems if human

virtual worlds for ourselves to hide in.

happiness is not fostered? What good are

Tuning in to Talking heads who constantly

traditional karate systems or the newer

bicker and squabble over childish political

modes of human dog fighting if all that is

trash slinging is mind numbing. Who of us

accomplished is conceited triumphs and

cares about workplace exploitation or

bruised egos and broken bodies?

corruption and greed? Does anyone truly

I have too many questions and not enough

care about the abduction and disgusting

answers. I have numerous observations but

mistreatment of women and children

no real solutions save one. Practice in

throughout the internet and elsewhere in

earnest the ways of peace and caring and

places that dare not see the light of day?

apply Tangsoology’s core values so that I

Movie violence, video game violence and

may navigate peacefully my local

reality TV violence, when does it end?

neighborhood community and the greater

Becoming aware of powerful social forces

world at large.

can be a daunting task but it needs to be
The Tangsoology philosophies influence me

considered because it’s a tenet and a study

to always reconsider my decisions so that I

that has deep implications for each of us.

am directed to do the right thing. Below is

Your study does not have to be as

the current list of Master Lee’s Tangsoology

disheartening as my investigation produced

philosophies that our Association adheres to.

but we must get our heads out of the sand!

As the reader can see by 1993 I had
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8.

numbered and reordered as well as reworded

Learn

to

recognize

and

respect

the

achievements of others. - Attempt to live by

a few of them so that each tenet fit my goals

principles
9.

at that time for my dojang. I had my reasons

Become aware of individual and social forces
which may impact upon you negatively.

for modifying and reordering Master Lee’s

Become a contributing member of your
community; help to promote peace and

original list at that time and I included them

understanding. - Be aware of social forces

here for your comparison.

and understand their impact on your life

My list order like Master Lee’s list order, were based
on the premise that you cannot act upon the next
tenet guideline unless you apply the preceding
guideline.
1.

The original question I put forward, Core
values of Tangsoology…why bother? My
present answer is; if a person desires to

Endeavor to live by moral principles. Maintain a high state of physical and

study Tangsoology then the tenets and

mental well being
2.

philosophies are a requirement not an

Develop habits which are conducive to selfimprovement and learning. - Develop habits

elective. It is indeed that simple. Master Lee

which are conducive to self-improvement

demonstrated through his own example that

and learning
3.

Organize and attempt to achieve higher

action, more than words was necessary for

goals.- Organize and attempt to achieve

success in Tangsoology. He always had a

higher goals
4.

Fulfill duties and responsibilities. - Recognize

dojang and taught students. This was his

and respect the achievements of others
5.

legacy! That legacy is this: Tangsoology is a

Maintain a high state of mental, physical,
intellectual and spiritual well-being. - Fulfill

living art and therefore requires action...real

duties and responsibilities
6.

action. If Master Lee were alive today I

Strive for perfection within all your
endeavors. - Be honest with yourself and

know he would have his dojang and he

gain the respect of others
7.

would be standing in front of students

Be truthful with yourself and gain the
respect and admiration of others. - Strive for

teaching the basics of his art. He did not rely

perfection in all undertakings

on past laurels or past triumphs, as he was a
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man of action! Tangsoology ideals written
on paper are just words against a white
background but it is the act of practice and
training that brings the words to life! It is the
act of teaching others the art of Tangsoology
that keeps Master Jong H. Lee alive! It is
indeed this simple.

Sabom-Nim). Grandmaster HC Hwang
translated Grandmaster Hwang Kee’s ideals
and philosophical beliefs in the book “Moo
Do ChulHahk” © 2009.
On one of the first pages of the book
In our Tangsoology handout, we talk

(after the TOC and a picture of GM Hwang

about how Grandmaster Lee’s Tangsoology

Kee), he gives the Moo Do Creed, stated

tenets (or philosophy) are extensions of the

below:

Moo Duk Kwan philosophy (see “Lecture
The purpose of Moo Do is Hwal to

on the Topic of Moo Duk Kwan” by VAM

cultivate ourselves. Moo Do does not end in
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“Even facing the enemy, our goal is

offense or defense. It is one step further, the
purpose is life itself. Even facing the enemy,

to save them” is equivalent to “Attempt to

our goal is to save them. The principles of

live by principles” or as VAM Sabom-Nim

Moo Do are the principles of Nature.

says “Endeavor to live my moral

Guided by Moo Do, we achieve the goal of

principles”. Yes, we could be faced with

Hwal in the principles of Nature. To do so,

hurting someone to protect someone we

we must concentrate, stress the beauty, line,

love, someone who is defenseless or

speed and study scientifically. To provide all

ourselves. However, we are not in the

this is our creed.

business of hurting someone beyond the
need, as it were. Our first thought should be

In my mind, the first sentence is the

the way of peace.

most telling. When I think of Tangsoology,

“The principles of Moo Do are the

the first thing in my mind is the
Tangsoology tenet: “Strive for perfection in

principles of Nature” does not directly

all undertakings” or as VAM Sabom-Nim

correlate with the Tangsoology philosophy

states it: “Strive for perfection within all

section, however it does directly correlate

your endeavors”. In the Moo Duk creed,

under our Mental Principles, i.e. “Reverence

Hwal, or cultivating ourselves is the first

for nature” or as VAM Sabom-Nim says

part of the creed and I believe, the most

“Oneness with nature”. So we are essentially

important. Striving for perfection or self-

improving ourselves by respecting nature,

cultivation is the primary means for us to

training outdoors, going for a walk, looking

grow as people, to dedicate ourselves, to

at a flock of birds, etc. By respecting nature,

learn…the list goes on and on.

you respect life. We are losing this ideal as a
society in general.
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If you review the Tangsoology
philosophies, the codes of conduct, the
mental principles, etc. you will see that
Grandmaster Lee expounded upon what
Grandmaster Hwang Kee stated. You may
ask, “Why did he do that?” Well, I can only
guess, but I would say that he did that
because in general, people seeking martial
arts practice aren’t there (at least initially) to
improve themselves in the way that we
strive to do. By elaborating on these
precepts, Grandmaster Lee gave those
seeking martial arts a broader picture to
view. Fast forwarding to today, the tenets
we believe in (which are the Moo Duk tenets
as well) keep us grounded, well rounded
martial artists who endeavor to be more than
physical representations of the art we study
and connect us to our Moo Duk Kwan
heritage.
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hyung in Tang Soo Do, how to teach
drumming and rhythm to students, working
toward promotions at work, etc…But to

There is so much to learn and so

learn so many new things, or even one new

little time, quite literally. A co-worker of

thing, one must be open to instruction and

mine went through a yearlong separation

accept their limitations. As it states in the

with her husband as he was deployed

Holy Bible, in Proverbs 19 verse 20, “Listen

overseas. I asked her how she lived without

to advice and accept instruction, that you

him and she replied, “I spend my time

may gain wisdom for the future.”

working on crafts and bike riding and doing
all the things I wanted to do before but never

While visiting Mark over spring

had time to.” As some of you know who

break, I picked up a couple of books at Half

read this, my mate (Mark) moved to another

Price Book Store in Austin, TX. One was

state for work 8 months ago and I won’t be

“Karate-Do Kyohan” by Gichin Funakoshi

joining him for another 4 months. That is a

(published in 1973). The other was “Karate

long time to be separated from someone you

Kata and Applications” by Morris and

love. Glad to report, that I followed my co-

Trimble (published in 1990). These two

workers example.

books are a treasure that I’ve added to my
martial arts book collection. In Gichin

I’ve been kind of obsessed with

Funakoshi’s book, he states on page 6, “The

learning all sorts of new things to occupy

karate student must humble himself to

my time. Yoga, French, electric guitar, new
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receive training….be aware of and receptive

experience and further Grandmaster Jong H.

to criticism from others; he must be

Lee’s legacy.

constantly introspective and must readily
admit any lack of knowledge, rather than
pretending to know what he does not know.”
My mind was a sponge 13 years ago
when I was a green belt and new to The
Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies.
I could not have progressed to my current
rank if I was conceited, stubborn, or closed
minded. I’ve made plenty of mistakes, and
continue to do so, but through those
experiences, there have always been lessons
that have been presented before me, ready to
be grasped, embraced, and put into practice.
Just so, the time quickly approaches where
the local students of Tangsoology will be
given a gift. Master Walker and Master
Britt will be visiting The Center and it is my
wish that we will be open and receptive to
their teachings, corrections, and wisdom. In
this way, we can all grow from this
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